
Year 2: Summer 1  
 

Topic: Hanging Baskets (Science) 
 Can you name the structure of a plant and say 

how they grow? 
(root, stem, leaf, bud, flower, seed, bulb)  

 What do seeds and bulbs need to germinate? 
(seeds, bulbs, soil, water, warmth, tray, grow)  

 What do plants need to grow? 
(soil, leaves, roots, stem, bulb, water, light, warmth)  

 Can you explain how you cared for a plant as it 
grew? 

(marigolds, antirrhinum, labelia, petunia, calibrachoa , 
seed tray, germinate, seedling, transplant)  

 How do plants change as they grow? 
(height, compare, tall, roots, cuttings)  

 Can you name different materials and their 
properties? 

(material, wood, metal, plastic, glass, pot/ ceramics, 
paper/card, fabric, properties, hard/soft, stretchy/stiff, 
bendy (flexible)/ rigid, opaque/ transparent, waterproof)  

 Why do different materials have to be used for 
different things? 

 How does the property help you know which 
material to use? 

 Which materials would make good planters? 

(hanging basket, planter, plant pot)  

Art:  
 Who is Andy Goldsworthy and what was 

unique about his style of work? (Uses nature 
to create his sculptures, contemporary artist, 
sculpture) 

 What are natural materials? 
 Can you think of some natural materials that 

can be used to create art? (Can use them to 
create paintings, drawings, collage, 
sculptures)  

 Can you find materials in your house or 
outside to create your own art piece? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Music: 
 Can you play and change between three 

notes (A, B, G) on a recorder creating both 
long and short sounds? 

 Can you name more than 3 different wind 
instruments? 

 Do you know any periods of music that 
focus on the use of wind instruments? 

 Can you name a piece of recorder music? 
 Do you know of any musicians that 

compose for wind instruments? 
 

Computing: Databases 
 What is a branching database? 

 How do databases help us to sort information? 
 How do you add branches on 2Question? 
 How do you add images to your database on 

2Question? 
 

 

RE: Sacred books (Christianity and 
Islam) 
 What is a holy book?  
 What does Jesus teach about God in the 

parable of the Lost sheep? 
 What did Jesus say about how to treat 

others through his sermon on the 
mount? 

 How are holy books treated in different 
faiths? 

 Which stories do Muslims tell about the 
Prophet Muhammad and what do they 
tell us about him? 

 What can be learnt from the story of 
Jonah?  What is special about Jonah? 

  
 


